In this paper, the images provided by a flying-spot camera dedicated to open-crack detection are considered. In this contribution, the authors focus on the enhancement of open-crack detection performances in the case of severe surface conditions. After a short description of the principle of the device, the tested structure and the obtained photothermal images are presented. The images are then processed thanks to a modified principal component analysis which allows to separate the thermal and optical effects from the raw images. The detection is then carried out and the performances are characterized thanks to Receiver Operating Characteristic curves.
Introduction
Among the existing non-destructive testing techniques, the active thermography appears to be a good alternative to penetrant testing for open-crack detection in metallic structures, because it is a contactless and automatizable technique. A photothermal camera prototype (flying-spot camera) was realized and presented in [1] and is implemented here for the testing of an industrial mockup showing open fatigue cracks with severe surface conditions. After a short description of the basic principle of the implemented flying-spot camera, the mockup and the obtained photothermal images are presented. Then an image processing method, based on modified principal component analysis is implemented in order to facilitate the open crack detection. The detection performances are finally evaluated in the case of different surface conditions, using Receiver Operating Curves.
The flying-spot camera

Principle
The flying-spot camera used in this study was presented in [1] . It consists in a simple and portable device, composed of a laser used as a thermal excitation source and an array of infrared detectors as thermal sensors. The images are obtained in an active thermography scheme [1] thanks to a simultaneous scanning of the inspected structure surface by the excitation and detection beams at a constant speed and with different offsets (Figure 1) .
Two main physical phenomena take place in this type of active thermography: the thermal effect which is a thermal barrier effect produced by the presence of a crack, and the optical effects which mainly consist of a variation of the absorptivity or diffusivity factor of the inspected surface. The signals provided by the camera are resulting from a combination of all these effects, the proportions of the combination depending on the nature of the defects and of the inspected surface. The combination is assumed to be linear and this assumption was experimentally verified. In the relatively rare case of opencracks with aperture smaller than 20 µm on a surface with a good absorptivity, the thermal barrier is the dominating effect, and the defect signal leads to an easily interpretable signature, called "thermal signature". In the case of surface defects such as corrosion areas, rough surface etc, the dominating effects are the optical ones, which produce "optical signatures". In the rather common case of open-cracks on metallic structure showing rough and rusty surface conditions, optical and thermal effects are competitive and lead to hardly interpretable signatures which make the technique hardly efficient if applied without any processing. In what follows, the images obtained by the inspection of a mockup containing open fatigue cracks and showing different surface conditions are considered. 
Inspected mockup, photothermal images and first improvement
The inspected structure is a laboratory-made test structure featuring various surface conditions (glossy, oxidized, ground...), and different defects such as fatigue open-crack, grooves and holes, as seen on the photography of the structure shown in Figure 2a . The raw photothermal image is given in Figure 2b .
The first processing method, called normalization was proposed in [2] . The normalization is based on the morphological differences between the thermal and optical signatures, according to the scanning direction of the structure under test for a given offset. Indeed, by subtracting the raw image obtained by a forward scanning from the raw image obtained by a backward scanning, a resulting image is obtained showing highlighted thermal signatures (Figure 2d ), since the subtraction is mainly constructive in the case of thermal signatures and destructive in the case of optical signatures. However, this technique allows to enhance only the thermal effect at each offset [1] .
In this paper, in order to improve the crack detection, the authors generalize this technique in a multi-image scheme to separate the physical effects. The proposed method is based on a principal component analysis (PCA), applied to the whole set of photothermal images of different offsets. However, if the sources are separated they are not identified, that is to say one does not a priori know on which component of R ACP the different physical effects will appear. But by judiciously choosing the covariance matrix MM t it is possible to force a particular physical effect to appear on the first component of R ACP as describe in the following section.
Retrieving of the optical effects
Choosing a specific raw data measurement matrix M op essentially relative to optical effects, the first component of the result matrix R ACP op will inevitably correspond to the optical effects. Therefore, the first vector V op of the eigenvectors matrix Q is the best projection operator for retrieving the optical effects. The optical effects of the whole photothermal image set is then obtained by the projection of the whole image set along V ACP op op . Here, the matrix M op is built by the inspection of a reference surface containing a black line drawn with a pencil, i.e. a high absorptivity effect without thermal effect.
The result of the projection of the image set onto V op is shown in Figure 2c . It can be seen that the optical effects (due to glossy and/or ground areas, holes, grooves…) are clearly visible independently from the thermal effect.
Retrieving of the thermal effect
The components provided by the PCA are orthogonal to each other [3] . The optical and the thermal effects are assumed to be independent -this assumption was experimentally verified -therefore they will appear on separate components of the PCA. Since the optical effects appear on the first component, the thermal effect will be retrieved on one of the secondary components [4] . In order to identify the component containing the thermal effect, the knowledge of the thermal signature morphology -as given by [2, 5] was used. In this study, the thermal effect appears on the 2 nd component, since its energy contribution is the second one of the total energy of the considered signal.
Application to Open-crack Detection
The 
As the thermal effect exhibits a bipolar signature, the mother wavelet ψ(x) is chosen to be a first derivative of a gaussian, because of its shape similarity.
The crack-detection image is a binary image resulting from the following decision scheme applied on each line: In each zone, the detection performances are characterized using Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves [7] . The ROC curves exhibit the Good Detection Rate (GDR), defined as the ratio of the detected cracks to the actual number of crack, versus the False Alarm Rate (FAR) defined as the ratio of false cracks actually detected to the number of false cracks possibly detected (Figure 3 ). Best detection performances are obtained when the distance of the curve to the point (0,1) is minimum. In each zone, both values of λ and a were chosen in order to minimize this distance.
As seen on the ROC curves shown in Figure 3 , the detection performances reach 97% GDR for 4% FAR in the case of oxidized areas (best surface conditions for crack detection) when the thermal image is considered. In the case of the normalized image, the performances are 91% GDR for 5% FAR in the same areas.
In the case of glossy areas (worst surface conditions for crack detection) the detection performances reach 95% GDR for 10% FAR when applied on the thermal image, and decrease to 85% GDR for 15% FAR when applied to the normalized image.
As illustrated in Figure 3 , the detection performances are increased when the thermal image is used instead of the normalized one, whatever the surface conditions. a.
b.
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Conclusion
In this paper, photothermal images were considered for the detection of open cracks in a metallic structure. Since the thermal effect is essentially relative to open-cracks, two methods of thermal effect enhancement were implemented in order to improve the crack detection: the image normalization, and the PCA. The detection performances obtained when using both enhancement methods were compared thanks to ROC curves. The comparison was carried out in different areas of the structure featuring various surface conditions. In each considered cases, the method based on PCA allows to improve the detection performances. These results show the benefit of combining multiple photothermal images obtained at various offsets. In further work, the implemented PCA method could be extended to a physical effect identification using a priori known signatures of the different considered physical effects.
